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TOWN & GOWN 
Marshall and Huntington might have a spat now and then, 
but the university and city enjoy a dose town/ gown 
relationship. Both students and businesses benefit through 
the employer/ employee relationships at stores, restaurants 
and offices in the city. Student volunteers contribute to 
the success of many non-profit programs and have helped 
develop plans to spruce up downtown Huntington. This 
special issue of YOU & MU tells the some of these 
+ • I • I 
town/ gown stories. 
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Working Students YOU&MU, MARCH 3, 1986, PJI\GE 1 
Many cope with full-time school and employment hours 
By Pam King Sams 
Reading chapters, writing papers and cramming 
for tests seems to make life hectic for a student. 
But for those students who also work along with 
going to school, a new arena of problems develop 
from hectic schedules to painful decisions between 
work and school. 
More and more students in the country and on 
Marshall's campus are finding this doub_le life to be 
true. " Fifty-three percent of all college students (in 
America) now hold part-time jobs," said Sue 
Edmonds, student jobs coordinator at the Marshall 
Placement Center. 
Edmond claims most students, who have acquired 
part-time jobs through the Placement Center, are 
evenly distributed among retail sales, food services, 
clerical and peri-professional jobs. 
An intrical part of the life of a working student 
entails budgeting his or her time among school 
work, business work and play. Each person must 
decide how he or she will handle this. Sometimes 
there are no easy solutions. 
"I try to take advantage of every minute," said 
Huntington junior Sarah Goodall. "You don't have 
the time to procrastinate. I study on weekends, 
mornings at work if it's quiet and during my 
lunchbreak. Sometimes I just don't sleep!" 
Goodall, who is a full-time biology major, also 
works a full-time job at the Huntington Hospital as 
an admitting attendant in the emergency room and 
an " on-call" physician's assistant 20 to 30 extra 
hours a week. 
"It's paperwork mostly in the day. The on-call 
work rotates from night to night. Some nights I get 
to bed and some nights I don't," Goodall said. A 
physician's assistant's job varies from doing CPR on 
a patient to assisting or operating on a patient, she 
said. 
Hulio's manager Rick Summerfield, Huntington 
senior in Marketing, said he also has some 
problems balancing work and school. Working 30 
hours a week and going to school can be difficult. 
" Sometimes it can be hectic," he said. "Sometimes 
I've had to cut back (work hours). I've stayed up 
for a couple of all-nighters." 
But Heritage Station Restaurant waitress and 
hostess Debbie Cortez, Follansbee senior, said she 
does not have too much difficulty in balancing the 
two because she does not have to work full time. 
" There's not usually any problem at all," she 
said. " But it was hard when I used to work 
Mondays and I had a Tuesday lab." Now Cortez, a 
biology major, has arranged her schedule to where 
it will not interfere very much with school. She 
now works on Thursdays and Friday nights. 
Working students usually find it hardest to 
balance work and school during heavy exam 
weeks. 
"It never fails," Goodall said, "people become 
Manager Rick Summerfield, Huntington senior, rings up 
an order at Hulios Mexican restaurant . 
critically ill the week of midterms and finals." 
"Try explaining to a prof your beeper went off 
during a final exam!" she added. 
Summerfield also notices trouble during testing 
times. " Sometimes I can't get off in time to study 
for tests. And sometimes I'm tired from working 
and I don' t feel like studying." 
All agreed that extra spending money, paying for 
educations and hands-on experience were some of 
the advantages of working while attending school. 
"It pays for all of my education and my play. I like 
the power and prestige of money. 
"But at the same time, since I am a pre-medical 
student (working in a hospital), both work and 
school complement each other very nicely," she 
said. 
Summerfield also noted education expenses, 
extra curricular activities and hands-on experience 
as advantages to working. "I like to make the 
money by working to get bills paid off, and pay for 
my educatior," he said. "I also like to buy things 
to wor-k on my cars with 
Cortez attributes her double-working role to 
extra spending money. "I like to have lots of extra 
spending money without having to ask my 
parents." 
Edmonds said that although it might be hard to 
balance work and school, many prospective 
employers who come to the Placement Center 
want the students who already have work expe-
rience. " Students who have experience are much 
more sellable." 
Along with the advantages also come 
disadvantages. 
"Work interrupts school a lot," Goodall said. 
" And I'm going through pre-medical school on the 
endurance program instead of the four year 
program," she joked. 
Grades do not seem to be affected too much by 
the jobs because of the dedication of the students 
to finish their degrees. 
"Work doesn't hurt my grades. My grades always 
come first," Goodall said. "I will sacrifice every 
sleeping moment for my grades. I work very hard 
to maintain a high GPA." 
Summerfield does not think his grades have 
suffered. "I could have put more of an emphasis 
on school if I had not done both. But it all 
depends on how much emphasis you put on 
school." 
Cortez also said her grades have not been 
affected by work because she studies around her 
work schedule. 
Working students said they were willing to do both 
because they were dedicated, active and used to 
working. 
Goodall added, "I am naturally goal-oriented. I will 
fill every moment of time with something to do. I like 
working and I want to finish my education to meet my 
goals." 
-
Biology major Sarah Goodall, Huntington senior, measures 
the blood pressure of a patient at Huntington Hospital. 
Debbie Cortez, Follansbee senior, takes a customer's order at The Heritage Station Restaurant where she works part-time 
while majoring in biology at Marshall. Photos by Eric Rineh•rt •nd Mike Kenne:, 
What's . 
11appen1ng 
Through March 30 
Armand Hammer Daumier Collection 
Huntington Galle ries. Phone: 529-2701. 
March 3 
William Stockdale's film lecture, Ireland-Ge ms of the Eme-
rald Isle 
Marshall Artists Series, Old Main Audito rium, 8 p.m. Pho ne : 
696-6453. 
March 3-21 
Influences, Graphic Design Exhibition 
Birke Art Gallery, Marshall University. Phone : 696-6760. 
March 3 - April 27 
Youth Art Mo nth, h ,iibit 
Cultura l Center, Charleston. Phone: 348-0162. 
March 4 
Silying 'No' When You Mean It & Not Saying 'I'm Sorry' 
When You Aren't 
Self Care Series, Memorial Student Center, Room 2W22. 
11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. 
March 4 
Marcel Marceau 
Paramount Arts Center, Ashland, Ky. Phone: 606 324-3175. 
March 6 
Rob Harris, singer/ entertainer 
Marshall University Coffeehouse, 9 p.m.-closing. 
March 6-8 
Workshops and performances by Gary Young in 'Pinocchio' 
Little Theat re, Civic Center, Charleston. Phone: 342-2606. 
March 7 
Campus film: Buckaroo Bilnzai 
Smith Hall, Room 154. 3, 7 and 9:30 p.m. 
March 7 
W•hlngton Billlet 
Marshall Artists Series, Keith Albee Theatre, Huntington, 8 
p.m. Pho ne : 696-6656. 
March 8 
Cartooning and Caricature Workshop with Charles Erkman 
Huntington Galle ries, 2-4 p.m. Phone: 529-2701. 
March 8 
lilsehilll: Miln hilll vs. Fillrmont State 
University Heights Field, 1 p.m. 
March 8 - April 6 
Exhibition 280: Works o n Willis 
Huntington Galle ries. Phone : 529-2701 
March 9 
Huntington Chilmber Orchestra, in concert 
Huntington Galleries, 3 p.m. Phone: 696-6453. 
March 9-10 
Louisville Billlet's production of Billy the Kid 
Municipal Auditorium, Charleston, 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. 
Phone: 342-2224. 
March 11 
Two Hot Women's Issues: Osteoporosis & PMS 
Self Care Series, Memo rial Stude nt Center, Room 2W22 
11 :30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. 
March 11 
Gloria Steinem, guest speaker 
Do n Morris Room, Marshall University, 8 p.m. 
March 12-15 
I'm Getting My Act Together and Taking It on the Road 
Marshall University Theatre, O ld Main Auditorium, 8 p.m. 
Phone: 696-2306. 
(Continued on page 4) 
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TOWN & GOWN 
1 WORK & STUDY by Pam King Sams 
M aintaining the double life of Marshall student and working takes careful 
scheduling. Students ta lk about their " all nighters" and hectic schedules. 
3 PUTTING ON A NEW FACE by Marc Tissenbaum 
Out of the classroom and into the community they went. Students and 
pro fessors have had a strong hand in drawing up p lans to spruce up many 
historical store fronts in downtown Huntington. 
4 THE VOLUNTEER FORCE by Bobette Gilkerson 
CAMPUS LIFE 
Many M arshall students are helping the commu nity through their volunteer 
work and at the same time gaining experience for future careers. 
5 THE RECIPROCITY TANGLE by Pam Mcc allister 
Reciprocity - it would give some students a break in out-o f-state tuition - b uc 
b ringing it about is not easy. M U administrators are continuing the effort, 
however. 
6 THE FITNESS TESTERS by Deborah Smith 
How fit are you? Henderson Center's Human PeF-formances Lab just mighc 
provide some answers. Through testing your fitness level, the lab comes up with 
a r ealistic program to help you tackle better health. 





C.I . Thornburg made a campus dream become a reality. He's the man w ho gave 
Marshall the money for the campus chimes that sound throughout the day. 
WHAT'S COOKIN' by Leslie H. Knight 
It doesn' t take a gourmet's k itchen to com e up with a menu break from fast 
food and cafeteria fare. So me dorm students cook up some mighty tasty 
victuals. 
TAKING IN THE ARTS by Dawn Johnson 
M arshall students often are criticized for lacking an interest in the fine arts, but 
some new figures indicate there m.iy be more in terest than most thou ght. 
MARSHALL MOMS by Patsy Gilmore 
Students come in all shapes and sizes these days, including many who are 
balancing the double life of mother and student. 
ON GETTING INVOLVED by Mary Ellen Tate 
Student Body President Andy Brison says student involvement in such campus 
activities as the Student Government Associat ion isn' t what it shou ld be. The 
answers are d i fficult. 
OUT AMONG 'EM 
AN ALUM'S SUCCESS STORY by Kimberly Harbour 
He was graduated here in 1973 and he's now president of Columbia Pictures . 
World Wide Product ion. John Fiedler recently returned to campus to share his 
success. This is an inside back cover feature. 
You & MU Is a special magazine of The Parthenon, M.arshall University student newspaper. It is 
written and designed by students as a journalism laboratory experience. S~ff members are Myra 
Fallis, Bobette Gilkerson, Patsy Gilmore, Kimberly Harbour, Dawn Johnson, Leslie Knight, Pamela 
McCallister, Pam King Sams, Deborah Smith, Mary Ellen Tate, Marc Tissenbaum and Susan 
Turley. Chief Photographer is Michael Kennedy. Course instructor is Dr. Ralph J. Turner, 
professor of journalism. Editoriill and advertising offices are located in Smith Hall 311, Marshall 
University, Huntington, W.Va. 25701. 
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Helping with downtown renewal 
TOGETHER 
Huntington and Marshall are well 
known for a close "town-gown" rela-
tionship, but usually this comes into 
play when football or basketball are 
mentioned. However, a new relation-
ship involves students and faculty 
helping the city to attempt to spruce 
up downtown store fronts. 
l'holc» courtesy ol The Henl~llpotch 
Students working on the downtown historical district see 
promise for such store fronts as the Revco Drug Store in 
the 900 block of Third Avenue and Scratch and Tilt in the 
900 block of Fourth Avenue. These are two of the 
drawings included in the final package. 
By Marc Tissenbaum 
Stepping out of the classroom into the commun-
ity doesn't necessarily mean graduation anymore. It 
can also mean experience and community service. 
A group of Marshall University professors and 
students recently provided such a service with the 
completion of a two-year study aimed at creating a 
historical district in downtown Huntington. 
The Cabell County Commission, in conjunction 
with the Cabell County Historic Landmark Com-
mission, turned to the university for completion of 
the project because there was no one more 
capable or willing to do it, according to project 
editor Dr. Mack Gillenwater, a Geography profes-
sor at Marshall. 
" I met with the mayor to discuss utilizing some 
of the older downtown buildings. There are a 
variety of possibilities throughout the downtown 
area," he said. 
The project identified an area of downtown 
Huntington in which 80 percent of the buildings 
are pivotal, Gillenwater said. Pivotal buildings are 
at least 50 years old and of historical or architectu-
ral significance, he explained. 
Once identified, artist's renderings were pre-
pared to show how the building facades could be 
restored to their original beauty, Gillenwater said. 
The completed project, financed by two grants 
from the Cultural Center in Charleston, involves 25 
buildings located along Third and Fifth avenues 
between Eighth and 10th streets. 
If the district is approved by the Philadelphia 
regional office of the National Park Service, a 25% 
tax credit will be provided to pivotal building 
owners who decide to renovate their properties, 
Gillenwater said. 
But Gillenwater said much work was involved in 
reaching the specifications that have gotten th_e 
project this far. 
Phase I of the project includes historical data 
divided into five categories, which was written by 
university professors with research help from · 
students. The categories are Notable Individuals-
Dr. Robert Sawrey, History Department; Early 
Transportation-Dr. Charles Bias, History Depart-
ment; Characteristics of the Community-Dr. Ken-
neth Ambrose, and Business Characteristics and 
Industrial Development-Dr. Howard Adkins, Geo-
graphy Department. 
To initiate Phase II of the project, Wallace 
Stowers, a history graduate student working on a 
public history internship, spent two semesters 
researching a 500 building area. From Stowers' data 
the boundaries of the historical district were 
established. 
Phase II of the project was completed in the 
Spring 1985 semester by Peggy Gripshover and 
Sabrina Okamura-Johnson, both of whom have 
since completed their graduate degrees in 
geography. 
It was Okamura-Johnson's task to sort through 
Stowers' findings, determine the district boundar-
ies, and draw a scale map of the area. 
"We initially hoped to include a larger area, but 
had to settle on this area (four blocks) due to the 
guidelines (that 80 percent of the buildings must 
be pivotal)," Okamura-Johnson said. " When they 
tore down the Jones Hotel (a historic building 
located within the district) it almost ruined our 
project--we were that close on our proportion (20 
percent) of intrusive characteristics." 
While Okamura-Johnson mapped the area, Grip-
shover produced artistic renderings of how the 
pivotal buildings would look when restored to 
their original design. 
"Peggy did a beautiful job. Renderings cause 
more excitement because they help people visual-
ize the finished product," Okamura-Johnson said. 
" Working on the project was great," Gripshover 
said. "I have a lot of hope for the city of 
Huntington, and I hope they accept this plan as a 
viable plan to help resurrect the downtown area." 
Okamura-Johnson echoed Gripshover's hope 
and expressed confidence for the plan. 
"Several key businessmen are just waiting for the 
tax breaks to start renovating," she said. "It's 
human nature, once a few start others will follow. 
But 75 percent of the cost is still out of the 
building owners' pocket so they'll still have to 
think about it. The Cabell County Commission 
promised to help promote the idea, but they have 
their fingers in a lot of pies ri~ht now." 
City and county officials have praised the project 
but voice mixed feelings about the likelihood that 
the plan can help the struggl ing downtown area. 
Huntington mayor Robert Nelson cited the 
university's role in developing the historical district 
as "a particularly good example of tapping our 
resources". 
" Marshall University is definitely our biggest 
industry now and under the leadership of Dr. 
Nitzschke, university programs are spi lling over 
into the city," Nelson said. "Several joint (city-
university) programs are currently in the planning 
stages." 
Sandra Dyke, of the Cabell County Planning 
Commission, said that by utilizing Marshall for this 
project the county saved petween $15,000 and 
$20,000. 
"In the past we have brought in outsiders to 
prepare surface evaluations, this time we stayed in 
the community and came away with a two-year 
in-depth study," she said. 
Chamber of Commerce President Steve Roberts 
said that the project is a good idea but may not 
bring about the expected changes in the look of 
downtown Huntington. 
"This is a good project and we try to promote 
any opportunity that arises, but I don't expect a lot 
of serious external renovation. Many building 
owners are without tenants--and they won't invest 
that money until they have them," he said. 
Doug· Vogel, from the Office of Economic 
Development, said although each individual con-
nected with the project has his/ her own ideas 
about developing the district, the main stake is 
pride. 
"I think the Landmark Commission is wanting to 
express more awareness of our history, to restore 
pride in Huntington," Vogel said. "They're hoping 
the (building) owners will repair and upgrade their 
building facades to help beautify the city." 
Joyce Ey, a commissioner of both the Landmarks 
Commission and the West Virginia Archives and 
History Commission agreed. 
"Native Huntingtonians accept what they have 
without ever looking around. People are looking 
to the future for solutions to our economic 
problems but they never look up at what we have 
right now. Outsiders appreciate the city much 
more than natives because they see all of the city, 
and in a fresh, new way," she said. 
County Commissioner. and former Marshall 
University president Robert Hayes said that both 
citizens and officials see a need to change but 
thinks that the historical project is not going to 
make that big of a difference. 
"This is one more piece in a big wheel--and I 
don't think just because of this project the city will 
necessarily utilize the university (to help solve 
economic woes) any more in the future than it has 
in the past," Hayes said. 
But Marshall University special projects coordi-
nator Dr. Alan Gould, who is also chairman of the 
Cabell County Landmarks Commission, is optimis-
tic about the university's role in the community's 
future. 
"In the past, the city has utilized the Center for 
Regional Progress (located in the College of 
Business) to help with city problems," Goula said. 
" This is the first time we have utilized a wider 
spectrum of our educational facilities. It's a classic 
example of applied research. We have tried in the 
past to convince the community that we can help 
solve their problems and now we've shown it. 
"We have a lot of talent located here, we've 
been trying for a long time to convince the 
community that the city and unit.tersity can sit 
down together to solve our problems," Gould 
continued. 
" We can provide a real service to the community 
as well as helping students gain experience," he 
said. "We now hope to offer two classes, in 
historical geography and a history of Barboursville 
and Milton, to offer similar services to those 
communities," Gould said. 
Gillenwater also expects the community to 
utilize Marshall more in the future. 
"In recent years, the city has been dwindling 
while Marshall has grown," Gillenwater said. "The 
new city administration has acknowledged the 
advantages of active university participation in city 
problems. Now it's up to them to decide how 
they'll utilize what we can offer," he said. 
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Students helping 
Huntington 
(Continued from page 2) 
March 13 
Base~II: Marshall vs. University of Kentudcy 
University Heights Field, 3 p.m. 
March 13-15 





Birke Art Gallery, Marshall University. To register, call 696-
6760. 
March 14 
Cilmpus film: )ilws 
Smith Hall, Room 154. 3, 7 and 9:30p.m. 
March 14 
Ray Fogg, entertainer 
Marshall University Coffeehouse, 9-10:30 p.m. 
March 15 
Baseball: Milrshall vs. Appa.lachian State 
University Heights Field, 1 p.m. 
March 15 
Sculptural Cilricature Workshop for ages 8-11 
Huntington Galleries. Phone: 529-2701. 
March 15 
Charleston Symphony Orchestra 
Municipal Auditorium, Charleston, 8 p.m. Phone: 342-0151 
March 15 
Marlin Art Auction 
Paramount Arts Center, Ashland, Ky., 6:30 preview, 7:30 
auction. Phone: 606 324-3175. 
Linda Beegle, 43, sophomore from Huntington, plans her day. Beegle.helps Huntington by helping older students 
stay in school. Thi~ helps to keep people in the community from becoming obsolete in the workplace. (Continued on page 7) 
By Bobette Gilkerson 
Volunteers. What comes to mind? Candystripers 
and the American Red Cross are common · 
thoughts, but Marshall students are showing the 
community they have much more to offer. 
One student who has shown she has a lot to 
offer is Ana Mai, 22, Huntington, junior and 
accounting major. Mai has been involved in the 
Big Brothers/ Big Sisters program for two years. · 
She sees her little sister two-four hours once a 
week. And during this time she has built a special 
friendship with the 11 year old. 
" I really care about this child," Mai said. " I'm 
there first for her, but I know she will be there for 
me too." 
Many different reasons convinced Mai to volunteer 
for the program. One of those reasons was a sense of 
identity with the program's children. 
" I came from a divorced family and sometimes I 
felt I needed someone there," she said. 
Mai's little sister comes from a divorced family 
also. She lives with her father so Mai sometimes 
serves as a mother-figure. 
"I'm not saying I can take the place of her 
mother," she said,"but I've done a lot of things a 
mother could have done." 
Among these things include meeting teachers, 
looking at schoolwork, watching MTV and bowling. 
" She really enjoys bowling," Mai said. 
Besides helping a child, Mai also feels she is prepar-
ing herself for whenever she decides to have a fa~·ily. 
And families are also on the mind of Linda 
Beegle. Beegle, 43, Huntington, sophomore is the 
president of the Returning Students Organization. 
This support group is made up of students 
entering Marshall for the first time. The group was 
organized last August and received encouragement 
from the Women's, Christian and Placement Cen-
ters. The encouragement came because 40 percent 
of the student body is over 25 and these students 
have special problems staying in school. 
There are 50 members currently with many on 
academic scholarship. Because many are on scho-
larship, they have to keep their grades up "even 
though they may be up all night with a sick child 
and miss a class," Beegle said. 
The main goal Qf the group is " just to help each 
other stay in school," she said. " It seems like such 
a long time to get that diploma." 
Along with helping members, the group also 
serves the community. Some of these projects 
include collecting Thanksgiving food baskets for 
needy families, Community Action Project (a 
volunteer coordination center) and literacy pro-
grams in local schools. 
The local schools are also the setting for a 
program called Child Assault Prevention (CAP). This 
program got started in July of 1984 when Jody 
Gottlieb, assistant professor of sociology, attended a 
Women Against Rape meeting in Columbus, Ohio. 
Gottlieb was so impressed with the meeting that 
she helped form the group in Huntington by 
training volunteers including many students. 
The volunteers are trained in "role playing" for 
performances with audiences made up of grades 
kindergarden-sixth, she said. The group performs 
for one school every month with Springhill 
Elementary having been the pilot school. "Currently 
we are a little behind," she said. But plans are 
being made to catch-up, Gottlieb said. 
The program begins with an introduction to the 
parents and teachers to inform them what will be 
discussed in the plays. Then the volunteers per-
form three short plays. 
The first play involves a bully forcing a child to 
give him the child's lunch money. The children are 
then asked what they would have done. After 
determining the chi ld should have said " no", the 
children are taught that they have rights and 
should stand up for what they believe. 
The second play involves a stranger trying to 
kidnap a child. In thfs play chi ldren are taught 
self-defense in the form of screaming and kicking 
to get away and then running .for help. 
The last play involves sexual abuse. An uncle and 
a little girl who gives him " big kisses" help 
children understand the difference between "good 
touches and bad touches". 
And finally, the children are given 30 minutes to 
ask questions about what Gottlieb calls their " three 
rights-- to be safe, strong and free." These are the 
three themes of the plays. 
Plavin2 and havin11: fun is what keeps Todd L. 
Morgan, 20, Lewisburg sophomore, going in some 
of his volunteer work. Morgan is Alpha Tau 
Omega's social service chairman. One event the 
fraternity annually sponsors is the American Heart 
Association's " Jumps for Thumps". This fund-raiser 
will take place at the Huntington Mall March 14 
and 15. The fraternity brothers will take turns 
jumping on a trampoline for 36 hours while those 
on the floor take donations. 
But besides helping the image of the Greek 
community, volunteer work can also help in one's 
personal career. 
" It helps your career all the way around," he 
said. " I'm a business major, and in business, 
communication is the goal. 
Marshall volunteers are showing the community that 
their goals are not all academic. These volunteers are 
proving in various ways that the university is more 
than an institution for higher learning, it is a group of 
caring people concerned with Huntington. 
"HUNTINGTON'S COMPLETE 
PROFESSIONAL FLORIST" 
1125 FOURTH AVENUE 
HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA 
25701 
Phone (304) 697 -7062 
~NEWS 
And Card Shop 
Only complete 
selection of newspapers, 
magazines, books and 





805 4th Ave., Huntington 
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A barbed-wire fence • • • 
TUITION RECIPROCITY 
Area college students and administrators 
are caught in a web of conflicting policies 
when it comes to cost-cutting agreements 
By Pam Mccallister 
The issue of tuition reciprocity may be the 
longest-running game of administrative football in 
the history of Tri-State colleges and universities. 
It's been "kicked around" for decades, accord-
ing to Dr.David Wi lkin, dean of the universi- , 
ty's Community College, who has participated in 
reciprocity ta lks. Reciprocity would allow students 
in West Virginia, Ohio and Kentucky to pay 
in -sta te tuition rates at out-of-state schools for 
programs not offered in their home states. 
Current discussion among schools deals only 
with implementing a general reciprocity agree-
ment . No indication has been made whether state 
c~unci ls of higher education and state legislatures 
w,11 approve the agreement once it is reached. 
Dr. Wi lliam Coffey, assistant to M arshall's vice-
president for academic affairs, is overseeing the 
latest round of correspondence among colleges, 
who presently include Ashland Community Col-
lege, Shawnee State Community College at Ports-
mouth, Ohio, Ohio University at I ronton, and 
counci ls of higher education in all three states. 
Coffey is up against a tight deadline; i f a general 
agreement is not in place by M arch 31, another 
cannot be.made until 1988 because of the biennial 
budget schedule of O hio colleges. Budget allowan-
ces can be made only at the beginning of each 
two-year cycle. 
Although Coffey says talks are now at " the most 
concrete level" in their history, reciprocity is likely 
to be stalled again. Dr. Robert Hayes, former 
university president, has said "a strong miracle 
would be needed to bring about a three-state 
reciprocity agreement" ; Coffey admits that"it takes 
a lot of goodwill on the part of a lot of people." 
Reciprocity talks have been noticeably short on 
miracles and goodwill. 
The idea of reciprocity is a natural one for this 
area, Wilkin says. Because the colleges involved are 
located in a three-state metropolitan area and all 
have problems obtain ing adequate resources, reci-
procity seems a sensible p lan for increasing 
educational opportunities. Original reciprocity 
proposals took the form of open agreements, 
which would have removed the f inancial incentive 
students might have to attend schools in their 
home states. 
But the idea was not popular at the institutional 
level-too great an increase or. decrease in enrol-
lment at a given school cou ld sap the school's 
resources. Also, a fear existed t hat the item 
wouldn' t be popular w ith taxpayers, who might 
believe they were being asked to subsidize 
out-of-state students. 
That's why recent proposals hc!ve taken the form 
of programmatic agreements, which would imple-
ment tuition reciprocity only for students in certain 
programs. Those involved in reciprocity discussions 
see the programmat ic ap proach as a practical way 
of dealing with each school' s lack of financial 
resources. Any negative impact on a particular 
school would be mit igated because there would 
not be any great increase or decrease in 
enrollment. 
Once again, however, certain schools are uncer-
tain of the idea. M o rehead State University has 
dropped out of discussions for the time being 
because of admin istrative and financial problems, 
Coffey says. O hio University's Ironton campus has 
ambitions to expand its own programs. Shawnee 
State Community College has petitioned- the Ohio 
Legislature for four-year college status. 
When a decision is reached, the state counci ls of 
higher education (such as the West Virginia BOR) 
and state legislatures have the final say in which 
programs are approved for reciprocity. But the 
schools involved must themselves make "very 
ra tional decisions on which institution will offer 
what expensive new program," Coffey says. Planned 
Marshall programs such as a master's degree in 
computer and in format ional sciences and in certain 
areas of applied physics cou ld be candidates for a 
tuit ion agreement. 
A bachelor's degree in engineer ing, which 
Marshall lacks the resources to fund on its own, 
could also be a candidate for tuition agreements if 
other institutions helped in its establishment, 
Coffey says. The bachelor's in engineering could 
have a direct effect on the economic well-being o f 
the area : several local industries have expressed a 
w ish to hire " native sons" as engineers because of 
their ties to the Ohio Valley region. 
But no tuition agreement would restrict its 
benefits only to potential engineer ing majo rs. 
Coffey sees tuit ion reciprocity as "a way to 
increase the college grad rate in this area." That in 
itself could be a significant plus for a program in 
an economically-depressed regio n. 
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The Tri-State's First 
Biggest• Best! 
(304) 523-5194 
939 Third Ave. • Huntington, WV 25701 
HUNTINGTON MALL 
733-2293 
--- To see our new lines---
of 
• O.P. swimwear, 
• Woolrich springwear, 
• Reebok shoes 
and apparel 
Also Enjoy Our Special MU Discounts 
(Through March Only) 
Savings Of 
20% Off Reg. Price 
- 10% Off Sale Price 
W<1nt to know just how fit 
you are and wh.1t to do 
about it? Ha ve \ 0111 hodv 
an,il y1 t•d! iV1usc.lt• -.trt•11gth . 
flexibilit y, body fat pern•nt 
and ca rdiov.isni lar capacity 
can be tested and ('xercisP 
recommendations t.iil ored 
to your needs can be made 
at Marshall \ 
Human 
Performances 
Lab I/Pl 111r,•rn .\IJrr1 O,• IIOf\ \IJIP' troopPr I rrt•Jdn11II ,.,,, 
They pinch, stretch, dunk, weigh, 
measure and generally push students to 
the limits of endurance, all in the name of 
physical fitness. 
From all that poking, prodding and 
ana lysis by personnel at the Human Per-
formances Lab, individualized exercise 
recommendations and diet change sugges-
tions emerge. And these are not just the 
"run three miles a day and eat less red 
meat" type of suggestions. 
After undergoing tests at the HPL in 
He nderson Center, students receive details 
on which muscles to strengthen, what 
percent of their body is fat , how well their 
heart is performing and other information 
relating to their fitness level. HPL person-
nel combine fitness data with a lifestyle 
analysis to devise specific exercise and diet 
recommendations. 
Each person has different needs and 
only a knowledge of current fitness level 
can allow the development of an individu-
alized program, according to Dr. Philip 
Shore, co-director of the lab. One of the 
lab's goals is to provide realistic exercise 
suggestions which can be incorporated 
into daily life. 
Shore is a muscle and cardiovascular 
physiologist at the lab which is part of the 
Department of Health, Physical Education 
and Recreation. He said knowledge of the 
human body and its response to exercise 
has increased phenomenally in the last 
10-15 years. More is now known about the 
relationship between lifestyle factors such 
as diet and exercise and the development 
of degenerative illnesses such as cardiovas-
cular disease, cancer and diabetes. This 
new knowledge, when combined with 
technological advances in equipment and 
methods for testing body fitness, enables 
labs such as the one at Marshall to 
scientifically evaluate a person's fitness 
level and make specific recommendations 
to solve any problems found . 
" Health is coming out of sweaty locker 
rooms to meet the mass public," Shore 
said . "We are trying to provide an educa-
tional service and tell students about the 
best insurance they can have for a quality 
life." Shore said physical fitness can 
enhance the quality of life both now and 
in later years. 
For the last three years, HPL personnel 
have been developing and refining their 
Performance on the trea mi test is measured by a compu-
ter. Intern Rob Hogan, Raysal senior, monitors the screen 
as Humphreys prepares to start the test. HPL has a contract 









































evaluation program which relies on state-
of-the-art equipment. Shore and Dr. 
Wayne G. Taylor, a biomechanical analyst, 
are the primary faculty members asso-
ciated with day-to-day operation of the 
lab. Three graduate assistants and two 
student interns do most of the testing and 
evaluation. 
One of the lab's purposes is to provide 
teaching facilities for students majoring in 
adult fitness. Students learn to perform 
fitness tests, evaluate the resu lts and make 
recommendations. One of their degree 
requirements is to complete 600 hours of 
practical work. To fulfill this requirement, 
students do internships at the lab in 
Henderson Center or in corporate or 
medical settings. 
Rob Hogan, Raysal senior and an intern 
at the lab this semester, said Marshall's lab 
is the one of the best places to do an 
internship. "We have more modern facili-
ties here than most corporate fitness 
programs would have," he said. " We get 
lots of practical time and it is a very 
well-rounded experience." Hogan said he 
hopes to get a job in corporate fitness 
after graduation. 
In addition to providing valuable, practi-
cal experience to students, the lab now 
offers free fitness evaluation services to all 
Marshall students. HPL personnel stress 
that educating students about health and 
fitness is their main objective. "We are not 
trying to force fitness on anyone," Taylor 
said. "After the tests, we explain the 
scores to the students. If they understand 
what the tests measure and see where 
they stand, they can decide for themselves 
whether to take action or not. " 
This semester, for the first time, students 
have been offered free evaluations of 
body composition, flexibility, cardiovascu-
lar capacity and muscle strength. The 
different tests are being offered for a 
week each, with body composition analy-
sis the first week. The four-week cycle of 
tests ran through February and will be 
repeated in March and April. 
Initial student response to the free 
fitness evaluations was overwhelming. 
Hogan said lab personnel performed body 
composition analyses on about 60 students 
during the first week and had to turn away 
about 40 others. He said response to the 
muscle, flexibility and cardiovascular tests 
was not as large. 
" I thin~ people are more aware of fat 
than overall fitness," Hogan said. "Many 
are not really into health, they just want to 
look good. That might explain the better 
turn-out for the body composition 
analysis." . 
Body composition analysis determines 
what percent of the body is made up of 
fat. This is done in three ways: by taking 
skinfold measurements, by measuring the 
body's resistance to a mild electric cur-
rent, and by hydrostatic weighing which 
determines how dense the body is. This 
combined analysis more accurately evalu-
ates what an individual's ideal body weight 
is than standard height-weight tables. 
Using the body composition informa-
tion, tables are generated for each student 
noting the number of calories his or her 
body will expend on different exercises. 
Shore said body composition analysis is 
valuable in helping dieters ensure they are 
losing fat and not lean body weight. He 
said exercise, not just eating less, is the 
key to maintaining a low percent of body 
fat. 
Flexibility testing evaluates the ability of 
a joint to move smoothly through its full 
range of motion. Taylor said flexibility 
problems can contribute to lower back 
difficulties. Stretching exercises are pres-
cribed for those with poor flexibility. 
Cardiovascular capacity testing provides 
information about whether the heart is 
functioning normally and whether the 
heart muscle is getting adequate blood 
and oxygen. Students undergo a treadmill 
test to determine their endurance and 
their ability to process oxygen. Taylor said 
results indicate level of heart fitness. 
Muscle strength is also tested to deter-
mine power output at various speeds and 
angles of motion. Upper and lower leg 
muscles are evaluated, and the ratio of 
their strength is used to determine suscep-
tibility to knee injuries. Muscle streng-
thening exercises are prescribed based on 
the findings of the tests. 
After undergoing a complete ·evaluation 
at the HPL, students are well aware of 
their fitness level and what steps they 
should take to become both healthier and 
fitter. And Henderson Center has the 
facilities to get in shape. 
Text by Deborah Smith 
Photos by Mike Kennedy 
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March 16 
Baseball: ~rshall vs. Appalachian State 
University Heights Field, 1 -p.m. 
March 16 
Hank Williams Jr. Concert 
Charleston Civic Center, all seats reserved. Phone: 345-7469. 
March 16 
Campus film: Midnight hpress 
Smith Hall, Room 154. 3 and 7 p.m. 
March 17 
Billy Hayes, guest speaker 
Don Morris Room, Marshall University, 8 p.m. 
March 17 
Docent Symposium on Interpretation 
Huntington Galleries, 9:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m. Phone: 529-2701. 
March 18 
Human Touch II: Back by Popular Demand 
The 'How-to's' of Giving a Massage. Self Care Series, Mem-
orial Student Center, Room 2W22. 11 :30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. 
March 19 
Rob Harris, singer/entertainer 
Marshall University Coffeehouse, 9 p.m.-closing. 
"Ask Us - We Have Been There" 
F·or all your travel needs 
Computerized air reservations and tickets 
936 Fourth Avenue 
Phone (304) 523-6431 • . liavel Agency~ 
Representeti"9 
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It was one of his dreams to have the 
bells pealing across the campus, and 
last year my wife and I decided to 
make it a reality. 
C.I. Thornburg 
C./. Thornburg, 89-year-old Huntington businessman 
whose association with Marshall goes back 80 years, is 
shown with the commemorat ive bell honoring him and 
his wife for their contribution of Marshal/' s 16-bell 
carillon. 
Photo cot.Wtesy UniY~rsily Rel~tiom; Rick tt.J~, Photogr~htt 
Businessman rings Marshall's chimes 
By Susan E. Turley 
Even though they hear them ringing several 
times a day, the sound echoing back across the 
river from the hills of Ohio, most Marshall students 
know nothing about the 16-bell carillon that hangs 
in the cupola atop the James E. Morrow Library on 
the Marshall University campus. 
Huntington businessman C.I. Thornburg gave 
Marshall $60,000 to purchase the bells in 1983, and 
credits a conversation several years ago with then 
Marshall president Dr. Robert B. Hayes for the 
idea. 
Thornburg, 89, a long-time Marshall supporter, 
and Hayes were chatting when Hayes mentioned 
that many large eastern schools, such as Harvard, 
had a carillon and having one would put Marshall 
in a class with the bigger schools. 
"It was one of his dreams to have the bells 
pealing across the campus, and last year my wife 
and I decided to make it a reality," Thornburg said 
in October 1983, when the carillon was dedicated. 
The $60,000 electronic carillon was installed in 
the bell tower of Morrow Library in the summer of 
1983. Marshall maintenance staff saved about 
$10,000 by doing the installation under the supervi-
sion of Charles Van Bergen, owner of the Atlanta 
firm from which the electronic system was 
purchased. 
After some preliminary difficulties with the 
e lect ronic system, the carillon began ringing out 
over the campus during the fall of 1983, with a 
dedication ceremony held on Oct. 29, 1983. A 
commemorative bronze bell hangs o n the campus 
side of the library, recognizing the gift of Mr. and 
Mrs. Tho rnburg. The inscription on the bell reads 
" Marshall University ho nors C.I. and Marie A. 
Thornburg, wh? contributed the c~st bronze 
cari llon. Anno Domini 1982-83." 
Dr. Paul A. Balshaw, dean of the Marshall 
College of Fine Arts and professor of music, and 
the man who programs the carillon, described the 
differences between Marshall's small carillon and 
larger ones. 
Marshall's system has 16 bells, in contrast to the 
I've been fond of Marshall all my life . 
It's a wonderful school. 
C.I. Thornburg 
48 bells of larger ones. The local system is also 
electronic, played live at a console much like that 
of a small organ, o r by a pre-recorded program on 
a cassette tape which sends electronic impulses 
from the keyboard to the bells. Most carillons are 
played mechanically without an electronic system. 
The bells go through a complicated manufactur-
ing process of grinding, shaping and polishing, 
according to Balshaw. The 16 bronze bells of 
Marshall's carillon were cast by the Paccard 
Fonderie de Cloches in Annecy, France, and range 
in weight fro m nearly ha lf a ton to 71 pounds. Van 
Bergen Be llfoundaries Inc. is the U.S. representa-
tive of Paccard. 
Marshall's chimes are set on a 24-hour clock with 
programming which allows for nine variations. 
On weekdays, the chimes count the hour and 
ring at the half hour. Ten minutes before the hour 
the chimes play a phrase of the Marshall Alma 
Mater. The carillon doesn't ring between 10 p.m. 
and 7 a.m. and the 10-minute-before-the-hour 
tune doesn't play Saturdays or Sundays. 
The bells are played live on special occasions. 
Balshaw says they are played during the yearly 
memorial service in November for the vict ims of 
the 1970 plane crash, at Commencement and for 
other special events. 
A power outage is a problem because the 
24-hour clock which operates the chimes has to be 
adjusted and reset . The twice-yearly time changes 
also cause a problem. Balshaw said he forgot about 
the switch from day-light saving to standard time at 
the end of October and it was three weeks later, 
almost Thanksgiving, before a library staff member 
phoned him and said, "When are you going to fix 
the chimes?" 
Besides the chi mes for the hour and half hour 
and the phrase from the Alma Mater at 10-til-the-
hour, Balshaw also programs other tunes to play 
occasional ly. Van Bergen left pre-recorded tapes 
that were used for approximately a year before 
Balshaw " got brave enough" to attempt 
programming. 
He said one of the main problems with the 
carillon is the d ifficulty in finding music that will 
sound good on the bells. Sixteen bel ls is just 
slight ly more than two octaves and since they don't 
play harmony well, the choice is limited. 
Balshaw said before the bells were installed 
consid e rable structural and e lectrical work was 
performed in M orrow Library, and a gridwork and 
(Continued on p.ige 10) 
By Leslie H. Knight 
l!ure this. A student comes back to 
the dorm after a grueling day of classes. Weak with 
hunger, Gertrude clutches the corner of her desk. 
She knows she must take sustenance, but the 
thought of another meal in the cafeteria makes her 
swoon on the bed. With shaking fingers, she 
manages to dial the nearest pizza delivery estab-
lishment, but is unconscious when the food arrives. 
Just down the hall, the scene is much brighter. 
As Lawrence opens the door to his dorm room, he-
is greeted by the savory aroma of his dinner 
cooking. He kicks off his Reeboks, grabs a plate 
and dishes up a portion of beefy vegetable soup 
from the slow cooker. For less than the price of a 
small pizza, he has enough hot, nutritious food to 
share with friends. 
Since institutional food, even at it's best, seldom 
satisfies anyone for an extended period of time, 
many students forage meals for themselves at least 
several times a week. Going out for hamburgers 
and other fast food is expensive, and can get as 
repetitive and boring as cafeteria food. 
Cooking in your dormitory room is a viable 
alternative to eating in the cafeteria, raiding the 
snack machines or going out for fast food. It's 
economical, healthful and surprisingly easy. It's 
also officially sanctioned. 
According to a brochure put out by Marshall 
University's housing office, small refrigerators, hot 
pots and crock pots (also called slow cookers) are 
allowed in the residence halls. Coffee pots and 
popcorn poppers are also permitted, but may be 
used only for heating the foods for which they 
were intended. 
Many Marshall students admit to cooking in 
their rooms, but say they use hot plates and 
microwaves--appliances that aren't permitted in 
residence halls. "Our main concern is hiding our 
hot plate from the resident advisor," said a 
resident of Twin Towers West. 
A group of freshmen women in Holderby Hall 
explained that their displeasure with the food 
served in the cafeteria prompts them to cook in 
their rooms. Like other students questioned, they 
use hot pots to heat water for coffee, tea and hot 
chocolate, and to warm canned soups. They also 
order out for food, make sandwiches and keep 
snack foods in their rooms. They expressed 
concern about the high cost and caloric levels of 
these practices. 
The challenge is to utilize the facilities permitted 
by the housing office and still come up with viable 
alternatives to cafeteria fare. A crock pot, hot pot 
and refrigerator can yield an almost endless variety 
of dishes. Since necessity is the mother of 
invention, a craving for variety and nutrition can 
lead to adventurous eating. 
Hot pots are old standbys in many dorm rooms. 
Most students are well-versed in using them as 
instant coffee machines, but aren' t aware of the 
versatility of this simple appliance. A hot pot can 
be used to hard- and soft-boil eggs, and to heat 
water for instant soup, jello and pudding mixes. 
Many supermarkets have a large selection of 
boil-in-the-bag entrees. 
Soups are easy and quick to heat, and a scan of 
the canned goods section of the nearest grocery 
store will yield more hot-pot fodder. Canned 
vegetables, chili, stews and ravioli are some of the 
foods that can be warmed in a hot pot. Minute 
rice and packaged noodle side dishes such as 
macaroni and cheese dinners take a little more 
time, but are filling and very inexpensive. 
The tight-fitting lid makes the hot pot a great 
popcorn popper. Just add a little cooking oil and 
be sure not to put too many kernels in at once. Try 
topping the popped corn with garlic butter or 
parmesan cheese for a change. 
To lightly steam fresh vegetables such as broccoli 
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For cuisine that's inexpensive, 
uncomplicated and tastes just the 
way you like it, help yourself! 
and cauliflower, place a folding, aluminum steam-
ing rack over the hot pot. Steaming racks can be 
purchased for as little as $3 at area discount stores. 
Caution must be used when using a hot pot in a 
dorm room. Never leave a hot pot unattended 
while it's in use, and make sure that the work area 
is level and sturdy. Remember to unplug the unit 
after each use. 
Hot pots come in several sizes, but the models 
holding six or more cups of liquid are the most 
versatile for students. Sale prices on hot pots start 
at $10, and many models retail for $15 to $20. 
Few students interviewed for this article were 
aware that crock pots are allowed in residence hall 
rooms, and none of them had seriously considered 
using one. Crock-pot cooking requires some 
heavy-duty attitude adjustment, for it yields none 
of the instant gratification brought by a trip to the 
nearest burger barn. But nothing beats coming 
home to a hot, tasty meal, especially when it can 
be done with a minimum of effort and cost. 
Slow cookers also come in different sizes and are 
frequently on sale. The three-and-a-half-quart 
model is usually the most practical for students. 
Single portions can be prepared, as well as enough 
food to satisfy four to six healthy appetites. The 
five-quart version can be cumbersome in a dorm 
room. Recipes geared for these larger models 
usually produce more food than most students can 
use. One-quart "crockettes" are als.o av~ilable, but 
seldom can be used for more than one portion. 
Area discount and appliance stores offer three-
and-a-half-quart slow cookers for $10 to $15, and 
five-quart models for $20 to $30. The one-quart 
mini cooker costs about $12. Be sure to buy a 
crock pot that includes a recipe booklet as part of 
the deal. This can prove invaluable, especially to 
the novice in crock pot cookery, because regular 
recipes and cooking techniques must be modified 
for use with slow cookers. More detailed crock pot 
cookbooks can be purchased for as little as $5. 
Crock pots can be used to prepare an amazing 
array of foods, from baked potatoes, cakes, breads 
and spaghetti to barbeque, meat loaves, soups and 
stews. Many of the hassles of conventional cooking 
are eliminated, such as watching the clock to add 
ingredients or stir the concoction. Crock-pot 
cooking often takes only a few steps. Simply cut up 
the ingredients, place them in the pot, turn on the 
power and forget about food preparation until 
you're ready to eat! 
The small refrigerators permitted in the dorms 
can be used for more than chilling beverages and 
cold cuts. Stocking up on the fresh fruits and 
vegetables is a good practice for calorie- and 
nutrition-conscious students. The addition of a 
mixed fruit salad can round out a diet and turn a 
snack into a meal. 
Campus cookery requires little time, cninimal 
space and few ingredients. 
-·-
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Students attending on their own 
Attending piays; not for class, but for fun 
By Dawn Johnson 
Would a typical Marshall student attend fine arts 
activities such as plays, recitals, or a stroll through 
the Birke Art Gallery if his or her instructor did not 
require that student to do so? 
Perhaps many would answer no at first but upon 
looking over statistics gathered from the Marshall 
Artists Series office those individuals would see 
that during the 1982-1983 season, student attend-
ance of plays and concerts offered by the Marshall 
Artists Series reached an outstanding number of 
6290 students. The statistics also showed an 
increasing number of students attending these 
functions until last year when there were fewer 
programs offered and bad weather caused the 
cancellation and reschedulini of seve~al concerts. 
Dr. Nell Bailey, vice president of student affairs, 
said, " I am delighted that more students are 
participating in the Marshall Artists Series." One of 
the ways used in getting more students involved in 
these activities is "get them involved at the 
beginning ... in the planning stages," Bailey said. 
"We involve students at every level within student 
affairs ... ,let them be involved in selecting who's 
going to come here. That way it becomes 'our' 
artist series, theatre and fine arts programs." 
" The majority of Marshall students are from rural 
communities and unless they study the play, "She 
Stoops to Conquer" for instance in high school 
they aren't going to know much about the play. I 
don't say that down-gradingly but I think we need 
to market our plays more to the students ... ,we 
need to teach them about the plays and the 
importance of the fine arts in a well-rounded 
education," Bailey said. 
Bailey said that it was just human nature. "If 
students don't know anything about who's coming 
to Marshall they're not itoinR to RO. Their appetites 
haven' t been whetted yet ... they haven't tasted fine 
arts before. I don't mind that students are required 
by some instructors to attend plays because I 
believe that some values are taught as well as 
caught." 
Dr. Bailey related an anecdote about a student at 
Marshall from a rural community who had played 
in his sc~ool band. Bailey said " He sat in my office 
and told me how much he had enjoyed a string 
quartet recital in the Smith Music Hall. He told me 
that he had never heard anything like it before and 
that he wanted to know how to get in touch with 
the Marshall Artists Series board so he could join." 
Because students are pressed for time, Bailey 
suggested that another approach in bringing more 
students to fine arts programs in the future could 
be centralized scheduling. "Scheduling is a prob-
lem. Sometimes there is entirely too much going 
on in one night and students who would like to 
attend more programs can't. I think a more 
centralized scheduling system, not just for the fine 
arts and Marshall Artists Series programs, but also 
for sports activities would allow more students to 
attend. 
"With an improved marketing thrust geared 
toward Marshall students I don' t think there's any 
reason we couldn't run a play all week with a 
couple of matinees." 
A special feeling at Marshall 
By Dawn Johnson 
What, if anything, is positive about Marshall 
University students? Is there a special feeling here 
at Marshall that can be seen only in the expres-
sions and actions of the community close to 
Marshall? 
According to Dr. Nell Bailey, vice president of 
student affairs, the answer is yes. "Not until I came 
to Marshall had I worked predominantly with West 
Virginia students and during the five years I've 
been here I have found most to be genuine, 
sincere, hard working, honest and caring, not only 
about themselves but also others." 
" It's nice when I see a group of students 
shout to a dean or professor, 'Hey! You 
are going with us this weekend aren't 
you?' " Dr. Nell Bailey 
Dr. Bailey said she feels the students at Marshall 
want to include you in their lives. " It's nice when I 
see a group of students shout to a dean or 
professor, 'Hey! You are going with us this 
weekend aren' t you?'. I honestly feel that this is 
the best place I've worked with students." 
Dr. James Harless, director of admissions at 
Marshall University has a similarly positive opinion 
of Marshall's students. "They're serious about what 
they're doing and by in large they are very serious 
about the job market and the future of the 
market." Harless said. He also said he thinks 
students like Marshall because of the smaller 
classes, the personable atmosphere apd the reaso-
nable price tag for in-state students attending 
Marshall. 
Bailey said that one asset Marshall students have 
that was absent from the seven other institutions 
where she has worked is their interest in the 
future. " They have an interest not only in their 
future but also in the future of Marshall and 
anything around them. I have never seen such 
loyalty. I was amazed in 1980 when I saw the 
number of people who would sit in the rain and 
watch Marshall lose." Bailey said that she was one 
of them. "The feeling at Marshall is contagious and 
it makes it fun to work here." 
"They're serious about what they' re 
doing and by-in-large they are very 
•-serious about the job market and the 
future of the market. " 
Dr. James Harless 
Dr. Harless has been the director of admissions 
at Marshall since 1970 and was assistant director 
before that. Some of the trends he has observed in 
the types of students coming into Marshall include 
more female students, more business and health 
occupation majors and more adults coming back to 
school. The average age of Marshall students has 
risen to 27 years of age, according to recent 
statistics from the registrar's office. Harless also said 
the university seems to have become more popular 
in recent years ... " a good e)fample of that would be 
the overcrowding in the residence halls last year." 
Are there any positive aspects in Marshall' s 
future? Harless said, "We're now concentrating on 
bringing in more minority students with the Yeager 
Scholarship. This will bring in 20 new students a 
year who will be under full scholarship." Harless 
said he believes that by having rhese excellent 
students attending Marshall it will make Marshall a 
better place. 
Marshall's 16-bell carillon a gift 
from a long-time supporter 
(Continued from pilge 8) 
support structure were built. The largest bell, the 
lowest sounding one, is about 30 inches in 
diameter. Cost of the entire system, including 
installation and structural work, was approximately 
$100,000, according to former MU Foundation Execu-
tive Director, Dr. Bernard Queen. 
Thornburg began his association with Marshall in 
1906 at the age of 10. He graduated in 1916 from a 
two-year advanced course, the equivalent of the 
first two years of college work. 
He has long been among the school's largest 
individual contributors. His will, 14 pages long, 
leaves half his estate to Marshall. " I've been fond 
of Marshall all my life," he said in a 1984 interview. 
"It's a wonderful school." 
At the time of the carillon's dedication, Queen 
called the gift a "symbol for the ear rather than the 
eye," and cited the Thornburg's major contribu-
tions to Marshall. " ... C.l .'s support of this 
institution has not been limited to dollars, but he 
has steadily promoted the value of the university to 
other businessmen and area residents." 
Thornburg, who recounts tales of the days when 
Old Main was the only building on campus, was 
presented the Distinguished Service Award, for 
loyal and unselfish service to Marshall, by the 
Marshall Alumni Association in 1982. In May of 
1984, he received an honorary Doctor of Humani-
ties degree. 
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MARSHALL MOMS 
Many of today's students more than 'Mary Coed' 
\ 
By Patsy Gilmore 
When one thinks of a woman college student, 
the stereotype is that of a well dressed, 18-year-old 
coed who lives in a dormitory, has lots of dates 
and is a major part of the audience at any of the 
male athletic events. This type of student is 
certainly an important element in Marshall's stu-
dent population, but the Marshall woman today 
takes on many images ... including Marshall 
mothers. 
While their contribution to the University may 
be different than that of their younger single 
counterparts, Marshall mothers are increasingly 
part of the Marshall scene. 
According to Dr. James Harless, director of 
admissions, women are returning to school in 
greater numbers than ever. The average age of the 
Marshall student is 27. Seven or eight years ago the 
average age was 23. 
"This is a perfect indication that not only are 
more students returning to school, but the average 
age of the returning student has increased as well," 
Harless said. • 
Of the 10,500 students enrolled at Marshall, 
Harless " guesstimated" that more than 1,000 are 
returning students. "They're certainly a significant 
portion of the MU population," he said. 
A returning student is any student over the age 
of 25, according to Chris DeVos, adviser to t_he 
Returning Student Organization. DeVos, employed 
by the Student Development Center at Marshall, 
said approximately 75 percent of returning students 
are women. 
" Returning students seem to be more motivated 
because they are there by choice,"DeVos said. 
" Returning students, generally speaking, work to 
achieve. 
" The women's movement has played a signifi-
cant part in the number of female students who 
have returned to school." 
The Student Development Center counsels 
returning students and guides them into majors 
that are most appropriate to each individual. 
Nancy Bogardus, a 43-year-old divorcee' from 
Ashland, Ky. said she became independent not by 
choice, but by circumstance. She and her husband 
decided to separate after 19 years of marriage. 
They had owned a business in Ashland in which 
Nancy had been a manager and kept books. 
However, the end of the marriage meant the end 
of paid employment, as well. 
When one is confronted by situational difficulties 
such as these, plus two teenage children who need 
all the material and emotional support that goes 
with being teenagers, what d9es one do? 
At first Bogardus looked for adequate employ-
ment. After several unsuccessful attempts she 
chose to try the Career Planning and Placement 
Center, take advantage of its services, take the 
apptitude tests and carefully consider her alterna-
tives. She said her decision, based on guidance 
from the placement center, was to work toward a 
degree in para-legal services. Her decision was on 
target. Her grade point average is 3.94. 
Bogardus stated,"the worst single problem I 
faced was getting to school during a two-month 
period when my car was being repaired. I had to 
borrow cars from friends or ask for a ride from 
other Marshall students in the area. One night I 
was leaving school and forgot that I had a standard 
shift car. I nearly destroyed my friend's 
transmission." 
Photo by Michael ltennNly 
Shirley Callihan wears both hats -- mother and Marshall student. Here, with books on lap, she takes time to tend to her 
maternal duties with f_our-year-old Ben. 
Bogardus also said an on-going problem has 
been finding time to study and at the same time, 
cook, wash, clean, shop, spend time with the 
children and all of the myriad chores required of 
mothers. 
"All of the hard work is paying off though, I 
graduate in May,'' she added. 
Kathy Morman, ·a 35-year-old mother from 
Ashland, Ky., is married to an administrator at 
King's Daughters' Hospital. They have two daugh-
ters, Nicole and Danielle, ages 10 and four. 
Morman is a former high school English teacher 
who decided to attend graduate school to sharpen 
her skills and to put more money in the family 
coffers. 
"My husband has been supportive of my 
educational aims,'' she said, "but the support ends 
there. Due to his own busy schedule he has not 
contributed significantly to the housekeeping 
chores." Morman is confronted with all the duties 
of maintaining the home, nurturing the children 
and keeping up the school work as well. " My only 
support has come from my mother who babysits 
my youngest daughter and watches my oldest 
daughter in the afternoons after school. 
" I live by the motto 'dirt can wait, but the term 
paper can't."' 
Morman is a graduate assistant in educational 
media. Her supervisor, Dr. Virginia Plumley, said 
"Generally speaking, older married students have a 
higher _level of maturity and are more goal 
oriented. Study habits are better and they appear 
to be more self-disciplined. "From what I know 
about Kathy in the classroom, I feel perfectly 
comfortable assuming she is a supermom at home. 
" I have so much confidence in Kathy that next 
semester I'm allowing her to teach a three-hour 
course for me. A student would have to show me a 
lot of maturity and self discipline before I would 
delegate so much responsibility and Kathy has 
certainly done that." 
Morman said her first semester at Marshall, " It 
was finals week and my mom was unavailable to 
watch Nicole (age five) I had no choice but to take 
her with me. We took her coloring book and 
crayons and she sat on the floor out in the hall 
while I took my final. I couldn't concentrate on my 
test for worrying about how Nicole was doing, or 
should I say what she was doing. I think she also 
added a little color to the water fountain." 
Shirley Callihan, from Huntington, is a 38-year-
old, twice divorced mother of sons Norman, age 
18, and Ben, age four. She is now married to Daryl, 
Ben's father. Daryl is a trouble-shooter for an 
electreical contractor. "Daryl helps me with both 
household chores and emotional support when he 
has the time," she said, " but he's not always 
available, since he is often required to travel long 
distances to solve industrial and commercial elec-
trical prooblems." 
Callihan said she eloped during her senior high 
school year and barely managed to graduate. She 
traveled with her Air Force husband from base to 
base, giving birth to Norman at the Strategic Air 
Command headquarters in Omaha, Neb. She and 
her first husband were divorced when Norman was 
one-year-old. Later she was married a short time to 
Tom but the marriage was not successful and they 
divorced. 
" Finally, I married Daryl and I think the third 
time must be a charm because I'm more content 
than I've ever been. 
" Finding time to study has been my biggest 
problem so far" she said. " I also really hate to 
leave Ben when he doesn't feel well. He can't 
understand why I'm gone so much but I think he's 
beginning to get used to it. For the first month 
when I would have to leave him with the sitter, he 
would cry and beg me not to leave him. That 
nearly killed me. I actually almost dropped out of 
school over it. I'm determined to stick it out 
though. Barring any unforseen circumstances I 
should graduate in the fall of '87." 
.... 
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By Mary Ellen Tate 
Students change policies and have influence 
through student organizations. Student Govern-
ment gives students a voice that can be heard by 
those in authority. Students are choosing to remain 
silent. 
Marshall students are among multitudes of 
students.who are apathetic about student organiza-
tions, according to Andy Brison, South Charleston 
senior and student body president. This trend can 
have devastat ing effects on pote ntial involvement 
in campus activities, Brison commented, and can 
result in limited growth and learning. 
Student Government, the largest student organi-
zation at Marshall, is in theory supposed to 
represent the rights, freedoms, desires, and needs 
of Marshall students, Brison said. The Student 
Government may not be truly representative of 
students because of their perceived lack of 
interest, Brison added. 
The average age of a Marshall student is 26 and 
because many students are commuters, their 
exposure to on-campus functions is limited. Other 
interests replace a student' s desire to participate in 
a college-related activity. 
Some students feel that their voices will not be 
heard, according to Jim Musser, Catlettsburg junior 
and Student Senate president. Because of their 
already perceived helplessness, students choose to 
remain sile nt and the Student Gove rnment is 
treated with the same type of apathetic attitude 
already apparent, Musser said. 
Student Government is not the type of organiza-
tion that will attract all students because of time 
commitments and busy schedules. However, many 
students who develop an interest in student 
government in high school tend to get involved at 
the college level, according to Tammy Rice, 
Huntington senior and Academic Planning and 
Standards committee representative. 
Communication between the Student Govern-
ment and the student body is a problem that can 
frustrate the greatest intentions of those involved, 
according to Brison. 
The Parthenon is a major source of communica-
tion utilized by the Student Government to 
communicate to the students at Marshall. 
However, controversies have continued to arise 
between the student press and Student Govern-
ment members as opposing views are taken and 
misunderstandings result. Brison said, " The only 
controversy is that which The Parthenon creates." 
He also said even though The Parthenon did cover 
major Student Government issues, usually a nega-
tive approach was taken and the image of the 
Student Government suffered. 
Musser said,"The Parthenon is less than objective 
when it criticizes the Student Government and 
they don't print what is truly newsworthy." 
Ed Simpson, Morgantown senior and former 
edifor of The Parthenon, believes that Student 
Government does not make an effort to communi-
cate well. He blames it on incompetent leadership 
as well as the apathy of studen.ts. He said it is the 
responsibility of Student Government to educate 
students so they will make informed choices. He 
leaves communication up to them. 
Mike Friel, Marlinton junior and editor of The 
Parthenon, agrees with Simpson. " I don't think it is 
our job to promote Student Government," Friel 
said. 
Friel said he does not think the students are truly 
apathetic. He said he thinks the students' lack of 
participation results because students cannot see 
what the Student Government does. 
Other communication possibilities include a 
newsletter to students informing them of Student 
Government decisions and issues, and according to 
Dr. Maureen Milicia, former Student Government 
adviser, a newsletter was attempted a few years , go 
with little success. Money was not available and 
The Parthenon was better able to communicate 
directly to the students because more were reading 
the paper than the newsletter. 
Another way Student Government can commun-
icate to students is by holding forums. Those too 
have been relatively unsuccessful since students do 
not attend them. Committee meetings are available 
for students' participation, but attendance is low, 
according to Milicia. 
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" Students at Marshall University want to be 
spoon-fed," Rice said referring to obtaining infor-
mation. Motivation is a factor in the communica-
tion process and students are simply not portraying 
any evide nce that they are concerned or even 
want to be informed, Rice said. 
Another possible factor in this lack of informa-
tion available for students or at least ineffectively 
communicated information is the inhe rent structu-
ral problems of Student Government. 
Mark Rhodes, former student body president, 
attributed many problems to the t ime element. So 
much time is spent in the organizational process 
that sometimes little is accomplished, Rho des said. 
The re are two elections for Stude nt Governm~nt 
representatives and time served is short. No one 
has the chance to become fully aware of obliga-
tions or responsibilities unless they re main 
involved for more than a term. 
When Student Government is seen as incompe-
tent and not accomplishing goals, many are 
blamed. 
" In the three and a half years I have been here, 
t hey haven't done a single thing. They pass 
resolutions, but have no concrete results," Simpson 
said. He blames the students elected and at the 
same time blames the students for electing those 
particular students. Blame is then transferred back 
to the students running for positions o n Student 
Government. Blame also can be placed on the 
Student Government itself, since it is supposed to 
be informing the voters about proper choices. 
Thus the cycle is completed. 
An example of apathy last semester was the 
Constitution revision election. The amendment to 
change the Constitution was passed, yet only 238 
students voted. This was not represe ntative of the 
number of eligible student voters. Alvie Qualls, 
Huntington graduate student and election commis-
sioner, said there is generally a 10 pe rcent turn-out 
at the polls. And this year there has been a decline 
in voters. 
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Getting that first acting job is 
hard . I think going to Mars is eas-
ier - no, I know it is . The only 
thing that will get you there is 
hard work. And let me tell you, 
those kids from UCLA have 
nothing on the student who 
graduates from Marshall, as long 
as that student is willing to work 
to achieve what he or she wants . 
John Fiedler 
As president of Col·umbia Pictures, 
John Fiedler molds ideas into movies 
by Kimberly Harbour 
John Fiedler felt his past come rushing back to 
him. 
He climbed onto the Smith Hall 154 stage and 
suddenly it was 1973. Again a college senior in a 
soldier's uniform, he stood in the wings taking one 
last look at a mimeographed script before he 
would cross downstage to make his entrance. The 
young actor listened for his cue. Then, it came. 
" How goes the war?" 
" The war goes well. Our tanks have run over the 
enemy's ships ... " 
Returning to 1986, he smiled at the memory. " To 
this day I'll still ask people how the war is going. 
The memory of that forgettable student show has 
become a part of me - this stage, my friends and 
Marshall University all come flashing back to me 
everytime I think of it, even when I'm 3,000 miles 
away in Hollywood." 
The war has co ntinued to go well for Fiedler 
since his 1973 graduation from Marshall with a 
degree in theater arts. At 33, he has assumed the 
role of president at Columbia Picture World Wide 
Production. But even after a 13-year absence from 
the Marshall stage, he once again found himself 
under the same 154 spotlights for a return 
engagement in February. A series of lectures about 
the movie industry served as his script - his 
audience: the next generation of Marshall actors. 
" I'm president of production - meaning, I get a 
lot of phone calls," Fiedler told the group. " I'm 
not exaggerating when I say I get 200 calls a day. 
There are a lot of people yelling at me all day long, 
not the least of which is Sally Field or Jane Fonda 
when she doesn't get what she wants." 
Besides answering the phone, Fiedler develops 
scripts for potential movie projects. Although 
Columbia Pictures only produces an average of 15 
films a year, the president of production must track 
the progress of 110 projects in various stages of 
active development. However, even with this 
extensive pool to draw from, according to Fiedler, 
choosing 15 projects is not an easy task. "Believe 
me, sometimes there are not even five 'films I 
would want to make in a year, but as regular as 
clockwork, I have to slate an average of one and a 
half movies for production each month. 
" And yet there is this ' blockbuster mentality' in 
Hollywood. It's unfortunate, but a movie's success 
is often measured from its profits," he explained. 
" When a movie makes 100 million in profit it's a 
home run. We can't always have that; doubles 
become a mainstay. When a movie makes 10 
million in profit it makes my little black heart beat 
normally because I know we'll still make money 
from HBO and video cassette sales." 
Ultimately, Fiedler is responsible for overseeing 
the packaging of Columbia movies. Representing 
the company, he has a say in the hiring and firing 
of screenwriters, producers and directors. He said 
actors are, in part, selected with a computer-
indexing system. A computer collates data on 100 
actors and the box office draw for their last ten 
movies. " It doesn't tell us that Sissy Spacek isn't a 
movie star o r that Sally Field is - but it tells us 
what type of movie stars they are and in what types 
of role:; they have gained public acceptance." 
.. 
Far removed from the Marshall academic envir-
onment, Fiedler's world is one of multi-million 
dollar deals, limousines and celebrities. He speaks 
with a different vocabulary, one of "scenarios," 
" exclusive contracts" and "rough-cuts." A business 
outsider could be shocked by Fiedler's casual 
references to the directors and screen stars " mere 
mortals" hold in reverence. Warren Beattv : " He's 
not just a star, he's a sovereign tate." " Kathy" · 
Turner: " Funny woman." Dustin Hoffman: " Loves 
a good argument, but for him that is part of the 
creative process." Debra Winger: " A major psy-
chotic, but a major talent who is worth all of the 
money you have to pay her and all of anxiety she 
gives you." 
The impressions Fiedler has of " the talent" result 
from experience; after all, his dealings with them 
are just another facet of a movie executive's job. 
For example, Fiedler was once asked to help coax 
Winger out of her room on the set of " Terms of 
Endearment." 
" She was pouting and wouldn' t come out to do 
the shoot. There I was, standing outside of her 
hotel room and trying to look ' in control' -
meanwhile, the director was bent over in the 
hallway, talking to her through the keyhole . . . 
Now, I know Debbie well enough, but not to be 
staring at her through her keyhole for 20 minutes 
and begging her to come out. But then Jack 
Nicholson (another star of the movie) came 
strolling down the hall. He stopped and smiled at 
us. Then he casually pulled out a key from his 
pocket, unlocked Debbie's door, went inside and 
closed the door behind him. The director and I 
were sti ll on the wrong side of the door and then 
we heard Nicho lson say, 'Don't worry I ' ll get her 
out. It may take a while, but we'll have a good 
time in here and you keep begging.' 
" They finally came out - two hours later. It's a 
funny story, but it has as much to do with the 
reality of making a movie than not. It's tempera-
mental things." 
Ultimately, Fiedler said " temperament" has little 
to do with success in the movie industry. In his 
case, he credited the broad-based education he 
received at Marshall and a combination of ambi-
tion, drive and hard work - he emphasized hard 
wnrk . 
"The plays you do in college will stay with you 
for the rest of your life. You learn trom each 
experience - it's a lesson that builds to your 
professional work. For example, the professors and 
the directors I studied with at Marshall are still as 
much an influence on me today as the directors I 
work with in Hollywood. 
" Getting that first acting job is hard. I think 
going to Mars is easier - no, I know it is. The 
most important advise I can give any actor is not to 
limit his or herself. Experience theater - expe-
rience it a//. There's scenic designing, costuming 
and lighting; there are crafts, as an artist, you 
should expose yourself to because no one can 
promise anyone acting jobs. The only thing that 
will get you there is hard work. And let me tell 
you, those kids from UCLA have nothing on the 
student who graduates from Marshall, as long as 
that student is willing to work to achieve what he 
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